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As Electric Propulsion approaches its introduction into real applications with thrusters of the

arcjet type, many efforts are oriented to the development of a low mass, reliable power condition-

ing unit that should serve as an interface between the thruster and the available spacecraft power

bus.
The high efficiency 16kHz range Pulse Width Modulated Current Mode Controlled converters

with proper startup subsystem represent a type of Power Conditioning Unit suitable for arcjet

applications. The present challenge is to minimize their impact on the rest of the spacecraft system.

As is well known from the general theory of electrical conversion there are substantial advantages

in rising the switching frequency, mostly in termsof weight and size of the whole PCU, but no detailed

experimental results concerning higher frequency PCU have yet been described in the literature.

An experimental 16-60kHz PWM-PCU intended for a 1-kW arcjet was developed at CENTRO-

SPAZIO to investigate the thruster behaviour in that switching frequency range. The PWM-PCU

resulted from previous theoretical work involving the state space averaging approach analysis. Two

control networks were tested.
The preliminary 20 hour test performed at various switching frequencies resulted in a stable and

regulated high mode operation regardless of the frequency. The data presented show no substantial

sensitivity of the performances to the converter switching frequency apart from its electrical

efficiency that decreases from 88% to 75% at 60kHz.

voltage drop is tens of Volts lower.

Introduction Reaching and stabilizing the high mode is certainly one
of the primary objectives and it involves a variety of prob-

The fundamental principle on which an arcjet is based lems regarding the intrinsic instability of the arc. Once the

is to obtain thrust by the expansion in a supersonic nozzle of geometry of the thruster is assigned, the high mode pattern

a gas propellant heated with an arc discharge2. is basically achieved by increasing the mass flow rate of the

The arc, in its optimum geometry, should attach the propellent and/or the electric current of the arc3.

anode wall outside the constrictor so that the heating of the

propellant is as high as possible and the thrust is maximum. Arcjet Power Conditioning System

This configuration is associated with a relatively high drop
of voltage between the electrodes and it is therefore called The demand to develop a Power Conditioning Unit

high mode. dedicated to the arcjet arises from the requirements to

When the attachment of the arc is at the beginning or guarantee a reliable ignition with low rate of electrode

even inside the constrictor the thrust performances are erosion and a stable steady state operation 3'. A high electri-

drastically lower and the rate of electrode erosion is signifi- cal efficiency is also a design goal in view of future on-

cantly high; this configuration is called low mode as the board utilization' and it is therefore fundamental to take into

account the PCU impact on the rest of the spacecraft in terms

of weight, dimensions, electrical and electromagnetical
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ers with integral startup circuit a suitable class of PCU
capable of accomplishing the desired requirements. These Requirements for a Power Conditioner Unitextensively documented PWM Converters were character- (PCU)
ized by a switching frequency referred to the load in the
range of 13-18 kHz; at those frequencies there is not any The fundamental tasks that a PCU has to assolve are atangibledifference between the static and dynamic arc char- reliablearcjet ignition with initial dischargecurrent limitingacteristics and the well known phase lag 10." of the dynamic feature and a proper transition to a steady state conditionimpedence is not markable. characterized by an appropriate value of electric current in

There is indeed a great interest in investigating the high mode path. The steady state parameters depend on thethruster behaviour at higher switching frequencies as the optimum working point for the thruster.
PCU system would benefit by a drastic reduction in dimen- More sophisticated tasks could involve the repetition ofsions andprticularly in weight. The existence of a working the startup procedure in case of false starting or accidentalprototype in the range of 50 kHz encourages about the extinction detections. Low mode detection would also befeasibility of the project, but a more accurate theoretical advisable and in this case the PCU could operate a pulse ofapproach is needed. propellent mass flow rate, a pulse of the electric current orA stable and reliable operating mode ata relatively high even the extinguishment and restart.
frequency ( 60 kHz and above) would conveniently allow At a first glance the steady state stability is perhaps thethe adoption of a near-optimum PWM converter topology. most difficult problem for the negative slope of the arcThis topogy, which is more complex than the classical electrical characteristic. The conventional approach is basedones and includes one more magnetic device, would be par- on the static characteristics of PCU and thruster. When theticularly suitable to improve the interface with spacecraft working frequency is high enough to interest the complexPower Bus for its intrinsic low cable transmitted EMI. character of the dynamic thruster impedence, a more com-

This paper documents the design and the operative tests prehensive study based on the control theory is advisable.of a experimental PWM-PCU ( breadboard ) for a 1-kW As the arcjet thruster can be considered a fast variable
arcjet with simulated hydrazine propellent developed at load, due for example to quick changes and uncertainty ofCENTROSPAZIO,Pisa. The breadboard is aimed at verify- the anode attachment point of the arc, it is evident that theing the thruster behaviour for switching frequency in the costant current control needs to be relatively fast. A conven-range 16-60 kHz. tional parameter is a response time of 0.5 msec, but this

value still has to be more exactly attested. A relatively high
initial current overshoot is tolerated and a conventional

Noemelatre value is of 20-30% with respect to steady state.
The previous PCU developed resulted reliableenough toVdd Energizing voltage for the Startup ensure good overall operating conditions and efficiency of

Subsystem, V 90%. These results were obtained by the adoption of Pulse
NI,N2 primary and secondary turns of the Pulse Width Modulated ( PWM ) converters with proper sturtupTransformer circuit that controls and limits the initial discharge current
Rds ON Ohmic equivalent resistance between after breakdown. The PWM-PCU are supposed to be sup-

Drain and Source of a MOSFET power plied by a DC voltage corresponding to the spacecraftPower
switch in ON state, Bus one. The value of the existing Power Bus voltages and

BVDS Breakdown voltage between Drain and the needing of floating arcjet supply play a fundamental role
Source of a MOSFET device, V in the converter design and topology to be chosen.

Thruster Power 0.5- 1.5 kW
Output current 5 - 15 A

The thruster on which the PCU was tested was designed Output voltage 80- 130 V
anddeveloped atCENTROSPAZIOon the basisofacareful Efficiency >90 %
reviewing of the results obtained in several laboratories in Output ripple <10% pk-pk
the USA, Europe and Japan on low power arcjets. Input voltage 24 - 50V 10 %

Thedimensionsof thethrusterare 190mm inlengthand Start voltage pulse > 1600 V
40 mm in diamenter of the body. The conical nozzle is 97.5 Regulation 2 %
mm long and the output diameter is 8 mm. The cathode was Dynamic response limited overshoot to 20%
obtained by grinding a 600 aperture conical tip onto a com- steady state value, no furthermercial electrodeused forTIG welding. The overall thruster requirements have been
weight is about 1.6 Kg. specified yet

A more comprehensive description of the thruster and its
static electrical characteristic are given in Reference 1.

Table 1, Electrical requirements for PCU
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conversion ratio is 7:1, therefore the maximum inverse
The Power Bus voltage is assumed to be characteristic of voltage pulse is theoretically of 175 V.

a high voltage Power Bus spacecraft ( > 24 Volt), but the The most significant quantity for this subsystem is the
case of unregulated battery bus with 10% excursion has to energizing rate of the pulse transformer, which is propor-
be taken into consideration, tional to the peak value reached by the primary current

The requirement of floating supply is intended to avoid during the ON time of the switch. This peak value also
alternative discharge paths due to the conductive plasma affects the maximum voltage produced across the snubber
generated during thruster operation. capacitor, which forms a series resonant group with the

The electrical parameters of a low power arcjet PCU are primary magnetizing inductance during the OFF time. The
therefore summarized in Table 1. MOSFET BVDS fixes an upper limit to this overvoltage

The above requirements are achieved by designing the and then to the secondary side reflected one which is in
PCU as composed of two interactive subsystems that regard series with the arcjet.
the ignition and the regulation and stabilization of the steady Components adopted allow a theoretical open voltage
state operating point: the Startup Subsystem and the Steady pulse up to 2.8 kV with energizing times of 200psec;
State Subsystems. pratically, due to magnetic saturation phenomena, the upper

limit observed was 2.4 kV which is, however, high enough
as showed from experience. Reliable starts with corre-

Startup Subsystem design sponding energizing rate of 1.5 kV were successfully per-
formed.

The use of two IRF350 was not due to redundance
The starting procedure is perhaps the mostcritical phase considerations but to the need of lowering the equivalent

as the electrode temperature is about 2000 K lower than the Rds ON resistance.
steady state and the arc has to be driven into high mode from The Startup Subsystem designed does not include any
its initial path that is short and close to the beginning of the advanced features in case of false starting and accidental
constrictor. From the several tests performed 7.8 2 it results extinguishment; only single shot and repetitive ( 3 Hz rep-
that the most relevant electrode erosion is related to the rate) workings modes are provided. The simplicity is
startup procedure and to instability phenomena that lead to justified by the fact that the main interest of this PCU is in
low mode operation. In particular is the constrictor mostly the Steady State Subsystem.
broadened thus degrading the thruster performances and
shortening its lifetime. A controlled and safe starting tech-
nique is therefore recommended. The main objectives for Steady State subsystem design
the designer were to establish a quick low to high mode
transition and a limited and controlled initial discharge General criterion
electric current. High voltage pulse ignition by means of a
pulse transformer has been widely discussed and tested in From a general point of view this subsystem can be
previous works 4.'6.7 and the optimum feature of limiting the considered a DC-DC converter having the spacecraft Power
initial breakdown discharge current promoted this startup Bus voltage as input and the thruster as load.
technique to be the most effective and reliable among the It was assumed a nominal input voltage of 42.5 V that
existing ones ( high voltage capacitor bank discharge, corresponds to the Power Bus of spacecraft Artemis.
propellent mass flow rate fall, high frequency ignition ). The most important task is to control and regulate the

A similar circuit has been adopted in this PCU and it is load current whose initial value is determined by the startup
represented in Schematic 1. subsystm and it has to be considered relatively uncertain as

Circuit design resulted as a compromise between the it also depends on the thruster geometry, type and mass flow
secondary maximum inverse voltage impulse induced dur- rate of propellent used.
ing the energization period, the overvoltage impulseneeded The PWM converter has therefore to link itself to the
toignitethearc,themaximumvoltageacross theelectronic initial condition in which the output filter inductor dis-
switch in OFF state (BVDS) and the repetition frequency charges its magnetic energy to the arcjet as soon as it ignites.
of the whole startup procedure in case of arcjet ignition Suddenly the converter has to drive the current to the
failure. imposed steady state value in a stable and reliable manner.

The voltage pulse adds in every moment to the PWM From the startup tests performed with the converter off
converter output voltage that has a high rate of voltage it is evident that the current pulse due to magnetic energy
spikes due to its switched nature. In case of high inverse lasts few tens of psec, the PWM converter has therefore to
voltage pulses, temporary reverse arc ignition may take be fast enough to link itself to this condition.
place; it is therefore recommended the adoption of a low As the attention is focussed on the thruster behaviour for
transformerconversionratio( N2/NI )and/orlowenergiz- switching frequencies higher than the conventional ones,
ing voltage (Vdd). the design of the converter was not affected by critical

In this startup circuit the 25 Volt energizing voltage is aspects such as: weight and dimension optimization, con-
directly obtained from the same PCU power supply and the duction and core losses, radiated and cable transmitted EMI.
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Generally a safety factor of 2 with respect to the maximum current that moreover deteriorates the overall performance
ratings was assumed in the design of any device, and arcjet electrodes. That capacitor is also not compatible

The classical push-pull Buck derived topology was with the startup circuit mode of operation.
preferred to the more advantageous full-bridge one for the MOSFETs used as power switches are nowadays com-
lower number of components and easy switch driving con- mon matter as a consequenceof their considerable easiness
trol. The major disadvantages are a double number of trans- to be driven and paralleled with respect to BJT.
former primary windings and more difficulty in handling In the design conservative criteria were adopted both for
the magnetic energy stored in transformer leakage induc- the maximum current thata single switch has to manage and
tance. for the BVDS. With arcjet averaging current of 20 A the

equivalent primary one is about 80 A (peak value), while
Power Stage Design the OFF state Drain to Source voltage can be approximated

cautionary to 100V. The three paralleled IRF250 are safely
The frequency range (16-60 kHz) on which the bread- rated for double values of current and voltage with a case

board had to work affected its design and realization. Opti- temperature kept at 700. It is clear that a more optimized
mizationcriteria werenot thereforedeliberatelyconsidered. design can use IRFI50 MOSFETs with low total conduc-

Details on the magnetic devices are given in Table 2. tion losses.
In the past the adoption of snubber networks to relax the

electronic switches from commutation stress was imposed
Device Core Primary Secondary because they did not include intrinsic protection mecha-

nisms and the magnetic energy due to inductive loads had to
Power B67345- 10+10 turns 38+38 turns be carefully taken into consideration. Even though the third

transformer -B 1 -X27 40 mm2  12 mm 2  generation MOSFETs, like the ones used, can safety supply
heavy inductive loads without any snubber network, the

Pulse transf B67345- 144 turns 20 turns adoption of low energy dedicated networks improves the
/Output -B1-X27 12 mm2  3mm2  commutating waveforms and relieves the device under
inductor 9 + 9 mm large load transitions.

gap It was observed that by using a suitable RC snubber net-
S__work, the Drain voltage ringing during ON to Off commu-

tation is considerably lowered even though, obviously, the
Table 2, Magnetic devices magnetic energy of half-primary leakage inductance is not

completely recovered.

It is worth noting the convenient use of ferrite cores as
the operating frequency rises to the limit mentioned above. Control Stage Design

The power transformer design was based on the lowest
switching frequency 8 kHz(16 kHz referred to the load) and The Control Stage can be considered as represented in
took into account in a conservative way eventual 'flux Figure 1 where the Power Stage includes also the arcjet
doubling' phenomena associated to this push-pull converter thruster.
topology". 

Control Stae
The flux density Bmax sustained by the ferrite core can

be estimated to be 0.3 T; with suitable symmetric flux set Vd la
density control techniques that avoid large flux transition, Controller PWM Power
the maximum excursion could be theorically set at 0.6 T. Control stage

However, the primary turns were computed in such a way to
have a Bmax = 0.2 T; this conservative design allows a
safety operation even during the startup transient.

The secondary turns derived from the maximum output Figure 1, Block diagram of PWM current mode
voltage at which the converter had to be rated (150 V) with controlled converter
the nominal Power Bus voltage of 42.5 V.

For the output inductor an identical core was utilized, a
18mm gap was opened to avoid saturation at high load From the PWM theory'3' 4'15 it is derived that two feed-
current and the estimated inductance was 1.5 mH. This back loops arepresent.The inner loopis the fastcurrentloop
critical device was evidently oversized at higher switching characteristic of current mode converter whose approxi-
frequencies but the requirements of 10% ripple at 16 kHz mated transfer function is characterized by a dominant
imposed the above arrangement. negative real part pole but high frequency singularities are

Thecapacitorof aclassical LC output filter was omitted also present. (Appendix 1).
because, when the goal is a fast current control, its effect on The outer loop is a classical control loop that may be
large transient would be an uncontrollable source or sink of designed with an I or PI controller.
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The criterion adopted in designing the Control Stage be disadvantageous being the eventual complex roots

was to avoid dominant complex singularities in the overall bounded. Consequently the PI controller was adopted in the

transfer function because underdamped transients, particu- definitive version of the Control Stage.

larly after ignition, are considered compromizing to reach Considering a relatively fast inner loop, a first step of

and ensure an optimum arc geometry, approximation for the dynamic response of the converter is

A simple integrative controller that would have deter- related to the position of the controller zero itself, which

mined thecomplexrootlocusas represented in Figure2 was represents an upper limit for the lower overall closed loop

therefore notadvisable. Various integrativecontrollers were pole, as shown by the root locus A.

however implemented and tested in operative arcjet condi- The choice of the controller zero derives from the 0.5

tions. msec response time benchmark needed which corresponds

Im(s) to a 2000 [ rad/sec] overall dominant pole. As first choice a
value of 5000 [rad/sec] for controller zero was chosen.

The hardware implementation of the control is based on

-2x1800 so the PWM current mode controller chip UC1846 as in the
-2 800_ previous existing PCUs. More details on the hardware

Re(s) -2,30000 layout of the control circuitry are given in Appendix 2.

integrative controller pole Measurements Apparatus

Figure 2, Overall transfer function root locus with The average steady state conditions quantities were

integrative controller acquired by means of a Hewlett-Packard Data Acquisition
Unit 3852A with proper differential inputs. The quantities

The Proportional-Integrative (PI) control implies a root acquired were: electrodes voltage (by a suitable attenuator),

locus that changes in dependency on the relative position of arcjet current from the Hall sensor output and the N2 , H,

the inner loop dominant pole and the zero introduced by the mass flow rates from the analog outputs of the two Tylan

controller, as represented in Figure 3. controllers. A more comprehensive description of the

propellent feeding system and thrust balance is given in the

Reference 1.
A Im(s) Instant current and electrodes voltage waveforms were

monitored by a Tektronics 2221A oscilloscope.
As input power source a Sorensen DCR 150-70 supply

-2,xl18 m_ system was used. The current supplied by the Sorensen was

Re(s) -2 r (X measured by means of a noninductive series shunt.

PI controller pole and rero Thruster startup tests

In order to focus the attention on the Startup subsystem
Im(s) only , a sequence of arc ignition with the steady PWM

converter off was performed. The resulting temporary arc
current is shown in Figure 4 for three energization levels of

-218o0000 the pulse transformer. As mentioned in the Startup Subsys-
Stem design paragraph , these current pulses last from 25 to

Re(s) -2r3OOO 40 psec.40 psec.
Re(-2t30000 Two arc voltage pulses are represented in FigureS, the

inverse voltage pulse during the energization time is evident

and resulted low enough to avoid reverse temporary arcjet
PI controller pole and zero ignition. A rough approximation of the breakdown voltage

in those conditions of 30 mg/sec simulated hydrazine

Figure 3, Overall transfer function root locus with PI propellent is 500V.
controller Successful ignitions with the PWM converter on were

performed both with simulated decomposed hydrazine and

nitrogen propellants. The initial discharge current was always

The most common situation is like in Figure 3 A as the limited to few amperes in relation to the energization time,

inner loop pole is considered high enough in all the operative and this feature attested the validity of this starting tech-

range and the zero is imposed at a relatively low frequency, nique as already proven by previous works.

Anyway even a root locus such as in Figure 3 B would not

5
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The arcjet performed reliable first shot ignitions even
Swith equivalent open circuit voltage pulses of 1.5 kV that

was the minimum energization level at which the Startup
system was rated.

Thruster steady state operation

Startup to steady state transition

More than 70 starts were executed on the same thruster
Sduring these preliminary tests and a percentage of about

95% of steady state operation modes were accomplished for
a propellent mass flow rate in the range 30-50 mg/sec re-

Figure 4, Breakdown arcjet current gardless of the switching frequency .
(with PWM converter off) The steady state current setpoint was in the range 6-14A.

The startup to steady state transition that follows the arc
ignition is the phase where the influence of the type of
controller is mostly evident.

This phase is characterized by a first time interval when
the error amplifier has not reached a linear mode of opera-
tion and therefore the PWM converter works with full duty
cycle. Suddenly the transient depends on the type of control-
ler. These considerations are clearly evident from the
current waveforms of Figures 13 tol5.

Concerning the PI controller adopted the waveforms of
Figures 13 and 14 highlight a similar overall time constant
regardless of the switching frequency, this value is approxi-
mately estimated to be lower than 0.5 msec.

The different current slopes in the first non linear phase
are due to the different weight of the imposed duty cycle
dead time referred to the switching period at 16 kHz and 60

Figure 5 Arcjet voltage after breakdown kHz.
( with PWM converter off) In Figure 15 the effect of a simple Integrative control is

manifest, the resulted underdamped transient is due to the
presence of complex roots that were theorized in the previ-

A typical startup arcjet current transient is shown in ousparagraphs.Apartfomthisphaseoftransition,thelcon-
Figure 6, the PWM switching frequency is rated at 60 kHz, troller apparently performs as good a behaviour as the PI
the initial breakdown current is lower than 3A. one.

Steady state operation

TEKTRO>IX 2221A
R O .6Xe T22iR 21A Steady state operative conditions were achieved after

U . -- -~ almost every start of the several ones performed, the fewi1 i failures observed were supposed to be due to difficulties of
linking to the initial breakdown transient-

S__The plume was considered to be stable after a few tens
i of seconds following the ignition but the best thruster

I operative conditions were accomplished after a few minutes
and were related to the thermal equilibrium approach.

High to low mode transitions were, however, recorded
S- even in thermal equilibrium state, but no relation to the

converter switching frequency was found.
S .5IF SLA PLE 2 01 I i Relatively low current setpoints (5-7A) were the most

critical for a continuative high mode arc configuration.
Arcjet electrodes voltage and current are represented in

Figure 6, Startup arcjet current transient, 1V=5A. Figures 16 to 20 for the benchmark frequencies: 16, 30, 45
(with PWM converter rated at 60kHz) and 60 kHz.

6
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The presence of ringing and spikes in the waveforms,
which is particularly evident for high switching frequencies,
is mostly due to non idealities in the converter power stage 13049 s /PS
and tocommon mode noise not perfectly rejected (although 120- 40 mg/ PPUIPSU
a separate dual battery supply for the control circuit was 110 30 mgPPU/PSU
provided).

However, the amount of these disturbances is amplified 100-
by the low representation scale adopted, and it was judged f 90 o
that the measurement was quite satisfactory.

The low amount of ripple achieved particularly for the so -
higher frequencies did not allow accurate considerations re- 70 °

garding the character of the thruster differential impedence 60
to be made. These aspects were not however what the 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18
breadboard was intended for. Current (A)

Thruster and PCU performances Figure 7, Arcjet electrical characteristic
(with PCU rated at 16 kHz)

The data in the following graphs derive from steady state
measurements after a 30 minutes warm up period to let the
thruster reach the thermal equilibrium and, for each operat-
ing point, a five-minutes stabilization time was awaited. 5s

One of the most important trends to investigate was the o 10A 30mg/s
dependency of the arc voltage, which is significantof the arc * 2A 30 mg/s
length, on the switching frequency.

As shown in Figure 8, no appreciable variations were
observed. It implies that, in this range, the switching fre- 75 .

quency does not affect the geometry of the arc. As a
consequence the thrust and thrust efficiency do not present ]
significant variations as well. ( Figure 9).

The trend manifested for the breadboard efficiency
highlight a greater amount of losses with respect to the 6,s , , ,.,..
frequency. This is a normal behaviour as the commutation 10 20 30 40 50 60 70

and conduction losses increase with respect to the switching Switching Frequency (kHz)
frequency and furthermore the power transformer design
was not optimized. Figure 8, Arcjet voltage in the 16-60 kHz switching

Three different input voltages were imposed to verify frequency range
the sensitivity to an unregulated power bus. From the arcjet
operating condition point of view no effect was observed but
the PWM converter efficiency clearly decreases for the 50
V input as represented in Figure 12.

0.14- 10A 30mg/s

* 12A 30 mg/s
Test with a conventional laboratory PCU

0.13

After the 20 hour test with the PWM-PCU, a test with g
conventional laboratory PCU was carried out. The arcjet | 0.12 - o
was supplied with the classical Sorensen DCR 150-70 and
ballast resistor configuration and it exhibited very close 0.11
performances the PWM-PCU ones.

A more comprehensive description of these tests is given
in Reference 1. 0.101 0 2 4 50 7010 20 30 40 50 60 70

Switching Frequency (kHz)

Figure 9, Arcjet thrust in the 16-60 kHz switching
frequency range
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Conclusions
40-

An experimental 16-60 kHz PWM-Power Conditioner 35
for low power arcjet was developed at CENTROSPAZIO to 30
investigate the thruster behaviour in that switching fre- 25
quency range with simulated decomposed hydrazine pro- -
pellant. 1

From the point of view of arcjet operative conditions no mg/, 10 A
1 30mg/s, 0Adrawbacks were found in adopting a switching frequency 1

up to 60 kHz. Stable and reliable operations were obtained 5
in the 6-14 A current range and 30-49 mg/s propellant mass o 0 3 50

flow rate regardless of the switching frequency.
Thrust and thrust efficiency resulted to be practically frequnc

invariant with respect to the frequency and were respec-
tively of 0.12N and 30% for 10 A, 30 mg/s. Figure 10, Thrust efficiency in the 16-60 kHz

It was concluded that a substantial improvement could switching frequency range
be obtained by developing a follow-on version operating in
the 60kHz range.
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0.7-
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0.9 a V=40V
* V=45V

0 5 V =50 V

=50v

< = 10 A, 30 mg/s

E os
0

0.7 - ----- - ---- -- * - i -- -- i -, -- , - * --

10 20 30 40 50 60 70
Frequency (kHz)

Figure 12, PCU electrical efficiency in the
16-60 kHz switching frequency range

(unregulated input voltage)
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Appendix Al zl= 35000 [Hz], z2 = -250000[Hz],
pl= 30000 [Hz], p2 = 180000 [Hz],

Appendix Al Nomenclature Zd(0)= -3.5 [ Ohm ], Zd()= 2.16 [ Ohm ],

Zd(s) Arcjet dynamic impedence in The Power Stage block, which also includes the arcjet,
Laplace domain, can be modelled as in Figure A 1-3 in which a secondary side

Vaq, laq Voltage and current steady state values transformer equivalent circuit for the Buck converter topol-

Ea Linear approximation voltage,V ogy is used. Power transformer and diodes are both consid-

Vg DC Power Bus Voltage,V ered ideal and the arcjet dynamical model follows on from

Vg" DC Power Bus Voltage referred to the a discrete component implementation of the Zd(s).
secondary side of Power Transf.,V The state space averaging approach implies a splitting

N Power transformer ratio ( N /2 N ) of the basic equations in steady state and differential repre-

T Switching period referred to the load,sec sentations: the latter is significative for the stability behavi-
Ton ON time for electronic switch,sec our of the system and, applied to this topology of converter,

Toff OFF time for electronic switch,sec resulted in the following expression in Laplace domain".

d Instant duty cycle
d' l -d ^ D Vg(s) - Ea(s) + VgD(s) (A.2)
m Compensation voltage ramp slope,V/sec a(s) sL + Zd(s) (A.2)

m, Arcjet current slope during ON period
Vc Control voltage,V
Rk Conversion costant for arcjet current, The PWM control block has the primary windings

current feedback input and the control voltage input from

The quantities: Ea, Vg, d, Vc, la, ml are suddenly split thecompensating network.Theprimary windingscurrentis

into steady state value and differential value as attested by supposed to be proportional to the output current by a factor

the State Space Averaging Theory'3 '14 . N (transformer ratio). The ouput variable is theinstantduty
cycle d that, like the other variablequantities, can be split in

d =D + d, Vc = Vc + c, Ea = Ea + ea, Vg = Vg +^g steady state and differential components.

The differential parts expressed in Laplace domain appear ntrol sLea
in the form:

D(s), Ea(s), Vg(s), la(s),Vc(s; Isec d P Ia I
Comp. I PWM - se
network Control

PWM current-mode theory

The purpose of this Appendix is to summarize the
theoretical work that led to the development of a dynamical
model of the system arcjet/PWM current-mode controlled Figure Al-I, PWM diagram block

converter.
The goal is to express the transfer function between the

arcjet current la and the control voltage Vc ( Figure Al-1).
The arcjet was supposed to operate in a general working Va ai o)1

point as shown in Figure A1-2 and a local linearization of E
the characteristic was performed. zs)

The values for Ea and Zd(0) were assumed on the base
of the static electrical characteristic of a standard I kW arcjet

( references 1,3). d(

The frequency dependency of Zd(s) was derived by the
data published in the Reference 11. A poles/zeroes equiva-
lent form for Zd(s) is more suitable to cope with the stability iaq la

criteria and a good approximation in the range of 10-80 kHz
is proposed in the (A.1), where it has to be noticed that z2 is Figure A 1-2, Arcjet electrical model

negative.

Zd(s) = Zd(s+2 7i zis+ 2  2) (A.1)
(s + 2 p) (s + 2n p2)

9
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_____________ )L2 C vc(S) . 2L ) 1 EI)1 (n'E-D)hgHTRk L + Zd(s)

Arcjet Electrical Model - NRk -

Figure A1.4, Buck Converter PWM current-modeVg =N Vg = 161.5 V, L = 1.5 mH, controlled block diagram
R1 = -4.46 , R2 = 0.96 ,
R3 = 6.62 , C = 1 pF, By substitution of Zd(s) in its pole/zero a meaningful
L2 = 4.7 pH. representation is the root locus of Figure A 1-5 in which the

numerical values of the singularities are given with a goodFigure A1-3, Simplified schematic of a Buck approximation. The dominant positive pole is practically
converter supplying an arcjet due to the static differential resistance of the arc: Z(d0).

Im(s)
Referring to the signal at the 1846comparator inputs, the

ON time ( dT) is implicitly expressed by the following -27180000
equation: X ____

N Rk Iaq + N Rk mid= Vc- mdT, (A.3) -2n30000 -Zd(0) Re(s)
2 L

the differential component of d results:

-NRk a) 2 D ( Figure Al-5, Singularities of Tl(s)d= vc -NRk ia) 2 - mID (A.4)
n'MITNRk nMi*

To ensure conditioned stability to this current inner loopExpressions for the constant and differential compo- the multiplicative gain given in (A.8) must be positive andnents ofcurrentslope m are derived from considerations on high enough to move the positive pole to the negative real
the recurrence of its waveform in steady state conditions and plane: a suitable choice of compensating ramp m has there-
assumed that fore to be made:

Toff>> L / Zd(0), (A.5)

M1  NVg D', n'D'-D>0: M= N RkVg (A.9)MI =- D, 2L

=Nvg D - Vg , )l(s) -^ ^ - ( IA .10 )

L

m = g D - Vg ), (A.6) Tl(s) (1 -D)NT + Zd(s)(L (+
L

2 L ( -NRk ) The resulted inner loop transfer function is:
d= 2Lvc.NRkii) g .(A.7)

(n'D'-D) VgN 2 TRk n'D'-D Vg
Gl(s)=- 1 1 , (IA.11)

(l-D)N 2 Rk T s+ Zd(s) + 1
The last expression found ( A.7) implies the diagram L (I-D)NT

block of Figure A1-4 in which the presence of the inner
current loop typical of the Current Mode Controlled PWM In case Zd(s) is approximated by the static differential
converters is evident The open loop gain for this inner loop resistance only, the condition to have stability for the inneris: loop regardless of the duty cycle is the following:

T(s)= 2 1 (A.8)
(n'D'- D)NT Zd(s) (A.12)d

L NT L

10
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Working at high switching frequencies contributes to Appendix 2
ensuring conditioned stability to the fast current feedback
loop. Circuit details

Although the position of the dominant pole can hardly
be precisely estimated because it is variant with the operat- The control circuit is based on the PWM current mode
ing condition and frequency, an approximation of the worst controller UC 1846 as the exisiting prototypes. Although it
case can be made. By assuming D = 0 the numerical includes all the basic features to be directly interfaced to
calculation for the frequency boundaries 16kHz and 60kHz power MOSFETs devices, high-speed optocouplers and
and electrical parameter from the converter design (N =3.8, MOSFET driver ICs were used. ( Shematic 2).This output
Rk = 30m , L =1.5mH) yields: supplementary circuitry results in a higher propagation

delay but accomplishes safety directives in coupling high
16 kHz: power stages to control units. Furthermore more common

G(s) 4 (s + 20 mode noise immunity is achieved and the low power con-
G1(s) = 36934 (+230000s + 2 0) sumption of the control IC allowed battery supply.

(s + 2n297 Xs + 2x30070 (s + 2x180530) As the internal oscillator of the UC1846 was considered
to have an unacceptable degree of jittering , an external

60 kHz: clock was provided by means of a couple of 4047 CMOS
S+2n 0 + ICs. Consequently a compensating ramp generator had tobe

Gl(s) = 138504 (s+2n Xs+ 2n18 0 implemented as well.
(s + 2n2131 Xs + 2n30076 Xs + 2n180535 ) Peak current overall limitation was setat 20 A (referred

to the output) and shutdown and recycle mode was selected
The inner loop can therefore be characterized by a to perform repetive thruster ignitions.

transferfunction with adominantnegative real partpole, the Regarding the Startup Subsystem control circuit the
root locus appears like in Figure Al-6 where no significant same galvanic isolation was implemented.
difference for high frequency singularities are appreciable. The power transformerrectifier bridge was protected by

a 400 V transient absorber from parasitic overvoltages
Im(s) during the pulse ignition.

-2t1 80000 -2B2131 -2x297
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Figure 13,

____ ___ ____Startup to steady state
arcjet current

____ ____ __ __ _ ___transient.

A PI controller
1 V =5 A

_ _~~~ 1_ ___F= 16 kHz
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_____Startup to steady state
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PI controller
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- I Figure 15,
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Figure 16,

SSteady state arcjet
-- - - - --- current (lower trace)

and voltage
__(upper trace)

SPI controller
1 div =5 A

1 div= 10V
F= 16kHz
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Figure 17,

Steady state arcjet
S__current (lower trace)

and voltage
____ (upper trace) ripples

PI controller
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PI controller
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AU1= 0.0 16U TRI 1=0 mu - 2.2 kHz
SREF 1 A S U

SFigure 19,

Steady state arcjet
_____ current (lower trace)

and voltage
I _ (upper trace) ripples

PI controller
I-----aq=10 A
1 div = 1 A
I div=5 V
F =45kHz

0.2C L  SAr PLE 18 s

AU1= 8.0 0BU TRI 1=8m - -r1= B1l.9 kHz
SRE F 1 2 A__

Figure 20,I Steady state arcjet
current (lower trace)

and voltage
S(upper trace) ripples

PI controller
Iaq =10 A
1 div= 1 A
I div=2V
F=60 kHz

0.2C _ SAPPLE 5,15

*

Oscilloscope view of Figure 18 Oscilloscope view of Figure 20
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